Abstract -This paper discloses a novel algorithm for efficient inference in undirected graphical models using Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) based numerical approximation techniques. The methodology developed, titled "Auxiliary Particle Belief Propagation ", extends the applicability of the much celebrated (Loopy) Belief Propagation (LBP) algorithm to non-linear; non-Gaussian models, whilst retaining a computational cost that is linear in the number of sample points (or particles). Furthennore, we provide an additional extension to this technique by analysing temporally evolving graphical models, a problem which remains largely unexplored in the scientific literature. The work presented is thus a general framework that can be applied to a plethora of novel distributedfusion problems. In this paper; we apply our inference algorithm to the (sequential problem of) articulated object tracking.
Introduction
Graphical models form an intuitively appealing marriage of probability theory and graph theory. Their use promotes interaction between statisticians and relevant problemdomain experts, a point which is prominent in Bayesian analysis. The graphical representation of the links between random variables has allowed the development of a plethora of inference mechanisms, most of which exploit structure within the model to promote efficient inference. The muchcelebrated Belief Propagation (BP) algorithm [7] is a particular example of such a technique, providing an exact solution in cases where one can perform analytic calculations in tree structured graphical models. Moreover, an approximate algorithm known as Loopy Belief Propagation (which is similar in its implementation as standard BP) has been employed on analytically tractable generic graphical models (i.e. those with "loops"), with varying degrees of success. The use of BP is, however, restricted to "static" inference problems, not least because inference with the existence of loops is an extremely difficult problem and is still to be fully understood.
This paper discloses an inference mechanism that combines BP and importance sampling (or particle filtering), the first step towards a generic framework for performing truely distributed fusion. Existing technologies [3, 4, 10] that have combined particle methods with BP have a computation that is quadratic in the number of particles, and tend 0-7803-9286-8/05/$20.00 ©2005 IEEE to employ Gibbs sampling, which has to be executed until convergence. Our complementary technique, which we call Auxiliary Particle Belief Propagation (APBP), reduces the computation of existing particle-based techniques to being linear in the number of particles. In addition to this, we provide a novel extension which allows one to perform online inference in temporally evolving graphical models (in a distributed fashion) using such numerical (particle based) approximations, a problem which has been largely overlooked in the literature (thus making comparisons infeasible). As stated, the development of this framework is the first stage in allowing the future development of a truly distributed tracking architecture using particle methods.
The paper is therefore organised as follows: in section 2 we provide a brief overview of inference in graphical models, specifically based upon the BP algorithm. Then, in section 3, we discuss an empirical approximation within the BP algorithm and highlight the computational problems associated with such an approach. In the following two sections, we disclose a novel efficient methodology that overcomes these computational restrictions and then extend this technique to the case of temporally evolving (undirected) graphical models in section 6. We demonstrate the success of this algorithm on the (sequential problem of) articulated object tracking in section 7, and finally conclude and discuss avenues of further work in section 8.
Inference in graphical models 2.1 Graphical model notation
In this section, we provide a very brief overview of (undirected) graphical models and refer the reader to the excellent reference [5] for a complete exposition. Note that directed graphical models (informally referred to as Bayesian networks) can be converted to undirected graphical models [12] .
The joint probability for the latent (x) and observed (y) variables in a general graphical model can be written as follows:
p(x, y) oc 11pi ( Now, one can reorder this integral to exploit the structural properties of the graphical model using the elimination algorithm to reduce the computational effort. However, determining such an ordering in the most general case whilst trying to minimise the computations (i.e., to exploit the redundancy in the structure) is an NP-hard problem. The (Loopy) Belief Propagation algorithm [7] is an approximation that imposes the ordering:
where f(i) defines the neighbourhood of node i, and the superscript n denotes the iteration number. The values mr,i(xi) are generally "intuitively" stated as being messages from node j to node i, and are defined as follows: shown in the literature [6] . Some theoretical properties of Loopy BP (LBP) have been investigated in reference [12] .
Our aim is to remove all assumptions of analytic tractability of the integrals involved and to construct a particle approximation of the messages and beliefs.
Towards particle belief propagation
As discussed, the belief propagation procedure is decomposed into two stages: message update (2) followed by posterior belief update (1) . We would like to use an importance sampling approximation of these probability measures. The optimal importance function, i.e., optimal with respect to minimising the variance of the importance weights, is now discussed for each stage .
Optimal importance function
Assume for now that, at iteration n-1, we have a pointwise approximation of the message (2) from node j to node i (for all (i, j) C E), given as2:
where w(1)n1 is the (normalised) 1th weight for the message approximation of j to i at iteration n -1, and x is the Jth particle at node j at iteration n -1 for this message. The optimal choice of importance function for the approximation of (2) is given as:
For the belief update (1) at iteration n, assuming a pointwise approximation ofthe messages from each of the neighbouring nodes, the optimal importance function is:
As one can clearly see, the form of the importance functions are structurally identical for both the message and belief update stages (that is, they are both products of mixtures of similar terms), and as such, one can devise a common methodology from which to sample. Before doing so, it is worth commenting on the computational and tractability restrictions of such a choice of importance function.
Since both of the proposal distributions involve a product of mixtures of terms, then for a large number of particles N and a dense graphical model (that is, the cardinality of the set of terms in the product (denoted K) is large) we have an explosion in the computational complexity (or number 'Henceforth, optimal importance function will always mean optimal with respect to minimising the variance of the importance weights.
2Details of how to obtain such an approximation are given later in the paper.
of mixture components) in the proposal distribution. Moreover, calculation of the normalising constant in each of the importance functions is intractable (if we could calculate this integral, then it is likely that we would not have to make an approximation!). To circumvent the computational problem we devise a novel3 strategy that introduces an auxiliary variable in analogy to the Auxiliary Particle Filter (APF) [8] .
The auxiliary variable clearly increases the dimensionality of the sampling space under consideration since we are working on the product space, but allows for a computationally efficient algorithm. To circumvent the tractability problems, one has to use an approximation to the importance function used (on the extended space), which will be detailed later in the paper. We now generalise the discussion to sampling from a product of mixtures using importance sampling before returning to the auxiliary particle belief propagation technique. 4 Generic concept: sampling from a product of mixtures
The general aim is to sample from the following: 
The terms in this factorisation of the joint distribution are given as: IK P(01:K = ml:K) Z1 q(X) If(mz)(d (4) 3It is worth commenting that reference [31 described an importance sampling perspective but omitted the actual importance function used within the paper and did not consider the computational aspects that are fundamentally important within such an approach (and so did not use an auxiliary variable as will be described here).
where Z-1 denotes a normalising constant, and: P(XlOl:k = Ml:K) I +(X flKz fi(,Mi)(x)dx. (5) Now, the procedure to sample such a product of mixtures is as follows: * sample the latent variables 01 K E ({1, 2, ..., N}fK) according to the probability given in (4); * Having sampled 01:K, we then sample X from the product of densities in (5) . It is easy to show that X is distributed according to the product of mixtures (3).
We will return to mechanics of how to actually draw samples from (5) later in the paper. For now, we assume that forany(ml,. .,mK) E ({1,2,...,N}K),onecansample from the product q$(x) (IK 1 fi(0)(x)), and that the integral over this term w.r.t x is analytically tractable.
The within a particle filtering context has been used [2] but is sometimes referred to as being inefficient [8] . To avoid such a prohibitive computational cost (which is particularly important when one considers a temporally evolving system) and a potentially slowly mixing Markov chain, we adopt an importance sampling approach which reduces the computation to O(NK) computations, that are able to be parallelised.
Auxiliary variable: an importance sampling perspective
Since the calculation of the (true) optimal proposal is computationally intractable then we have to make an approximation, that is, we introduce an importance function. We propose two such choices of importance function, although it is anticipated that there may be other approximations that may improve the performance of our algorithm.
Case 1: Independent component labels
The simplest form of proposal distribution for the joint auxiliary variable is through assuming independence between 707 each dimension (terms in the product), such that we have:
i=l where qi(.) is a pmf on 1, ... , N. A sensible choice would be qi(Oi-mi) oc f (x))fi()(x)dx.
Clearly this cannot be used when one cannot calculate the above integral, and so further approximations have to made as detailed later in the paper. Note that the computational cost of this approach is O(KN).
Case 2: Conditionally dependent labels
Instead of complete independence of the importance labels, we can factorise the joint distribution as follows:
where we define q1I0()-q (.), as given in equation (7). differentiate between the two in the ensuing discussion, for brevity. We stress at this point that the approximations introduced in the previous section are approximations of the importance functions used; no such ad hoc approximations are used in the approximation of the marginal posterior probabilities nor the messages. Such entities are approximated using the theoretically rigorous (sequential) importance sampling mechanism, a concept which is known to be asymptotically optimal. Whilst it may appear that many approximations have been suggested in the previous section, this is clearly not the case for the quantities of interest.
Sampling the component labels
To sample the component labels in the product of mixtures, one is required to calculate the following integral (we consider (6) since an analogy to the more complicated case will be discussed in the following section):
qi(Oi = mi) c| pj (yj IXj)j,j(Xi, x,i)dxi where for clarity we have dropped the dependence on the iteration number. In the most general this integral is analytically intractable and so an approximation has to be made, although this does not compromise any theoretical considerations since this is an approximation only to the importance function. An Unscented approximation to this integral, as suggested in reference [1] , would involve producing a set of sigma points {X (1) The Unscented approximation for the proposal distribution is conducted in two stages: we first approximate the product term (denoted the "prior") and then approximate the Kalman filter update by incorporating information from the "likelihood". So, for the first stage, we form an Gaussian approximation to each of the terms in the product using a set of weighted sigma points. The mean and covariance are calculated for all terms in the product (k C S) as:
The mean and covariance of the product of terms are calcu- with a further set of sigma points chosen from the Gaussian:
where R is the measurement noise covariance. The sigma AUXILIARY PARTICLE BELIEF PROPAGATION points are then used to determine the following moments:
For each node; While not converged:
where Oj is the usual functional representation of the measurement to the latent state and measurement noise, vj. Finally, the mean ,aI and covariance P-of the Unscented approximation of the optimal importance function are calculated as follows:
1. For i = 1, ... , N (message or belief update):
* Sample the component label: -Using an unscented approximation to (6) or (8) as detailed in section 5.1, sample the component label. * Sample the state:
-Conditioned on the component label, use an unscented approximation to the posterior as detailed in section 5.2 to form an importance function and sample the state. * Re-weight according to (11) or (12). 2. Resample using standard techniques if necessary.
(9) (10) P x -Px4y(P~y<1 -IPiy.
Weight update
The normalised weight for the belief update can now be written as: (11) and the normalised weight for the message update can be written as:
To ensure that the algorithm has converged, we employ a similar tactic to that in standard (discrete/Gaussian) cases, with the main difference being the introduction of a set of test functions that are integrated using the particle approximation. Consider the set of (user-defined) test functions:
(1,... *, (Pq. Using the particle approximations of the beliefs at times n and n -1, we can introduce the following rule of (algorithmic) convergence assessment:
for some suitable thresholde > 0, tested V i E V. 6 Sequential auxiliary particle belief propagation 
In 10( ,y(l) () with the normalised weight for the message update given as:
FikEA(j)\i W(;k;) /'k,j(X}(J) 1) 1: lK, 7i )(j?),t1lS1.K,t ) j 1Y1:t-1, Yj,t)
Clearly one can perform "standard" particle filtering to determine an initial message for each of the nodes, by considering a particle approximation to the local posterior distribution p(Xt,iIyj:tij, yt,z). This allows for a more intuitive understanding for the initial messages and experimental results have shown that it has reduced the variance of the weights of the message passing algorithm.
Results
In this section, we demonstrate the SAPBP algorithm on articulated object tracking, specifically pose estimation of a human. It is not the intention of this section to perform novel "computer vision", we merely use this as a simple mechanism to display results from our algorithm.
Articulated object tracking
Articulated object tracking is becoming a pertinent problem in many application domains (from military to medical). In this paper, we consider the application of the SAPBP methodology to the articulated tracking of a human (one performing a "back-flip"), with the problem being the estimation of 3-D position of a defined set of proximal joints (e.g. head, torso). The dataset we use comes from a motion capture system, whereby a human is tagged with a set of infra-red reflective markers which enables one to produce a set of measurements at each of the markers. The task is to then infer, from this noisy set of measurements (at each time instance), empirical approximations to the required expectations within a skeletal graphical model structure to thus estimate the pose. This problem is a simplified version of that in reference [9] , which considers the problem of pose estimation within a sequence of images. However, [9] does not allow online estimation, but does consider the more difficult problem of markerless 3D pose estimation in a video sequence. We adopt a similar potential function modelling approach as that used in [9] , although the likelihood function within our model is much simpler since we do not have the additional detection (within a video sequence) to consider. We consider a constant velocity model for the motion consideration in the time axis. The estimated "skeletal" structure for several randomly selected time instances is displayed in Figure 14 . 8 
Conclusions and Further Work
This paper has introduced an Auxiliary Particle Belief Propagation algorithm, which is an importance sampling based approximation to the messages and the beliefs in the BP algorithm, for inference on graphical models (and so facilitating decentralised data fusion). Through the introduction of an auxiliary variable, it was shown that it is possible to reduce the computational complexity of an importance sampling approach to be linear in the number of particles, whilst also sampling from an approximation to the "optimal" importance function; optimal in the sense that the variance of the weights is minimised. This approach is prevalent in the particle filtering literature. Perhaps the most important contribution within this paper is the ability perform online inference in time evolving graphical models. This extension is very important for the design of truly distributed data fusion (and tracking system) architectures. A straightforward extension of this work would be to employ RaoBlackwellisation, where appropriate, to further minimise 4An avi file containing the results can be downloaded from www-sigproc.eng.cam.ac.uk/-mb5l I/avifiles/SAPBPresults.avi the variance of the estimates. In addition, considering a fixed-lag over the temporal aspect would improve results.
In future work, we aim to apply this algorithm to the articulated tracking of multiple humans in a sequence of video images where data association ambiguity is present. We also aim to study decentralised tracking architectures, where one could also consider the dimension of the joint state of the targets to be a random variable itself.
